Maximizing Ion-Tagged Oligonucleotide Loading on Magnetic Ionic Liquid Supports for the Sequence-Specific Extraction of Nucleic Acids.
Targeted nucleic acid analysis requires the highly selective extraction of desired DNA fragments in order to minimize interferences from samples with abundant heterogeneous sequences. We previously reported a method based on functionalized oligonucleotide probes known as ion-tagged oligonucleotides (ITOs) that hybridize with complementary DNA targets for subsequent capture using a hydrophobic magnetic ionic liquid (MIL) support. Although the ITO-MIL approach enriched specific DNA sequences in quantities comparable to a commercial magnetic bead-based method, the modest affinity of the ITO for the hydrophobic MIL limited the yield of DNA targets, particularly when stringent wash conditions were applied to remove untargeted DNA. Here, we report the synthesis and characterization of a series of ITOs in which functional groups were installed within the cation and anion components of the tag moiety in order to facilitate loading of the ITO to the MIL support phase. In addition to hydrophobic interactions, we demonstrate that π-π stacking and fluorophilic interactions can be exploited for loading oligonucleotide probes onto MILs. Using a disubstituted ion-tagged oligonucleotide (DTO) possessing two linear C8 groups, nearly quantitative loading of the probe onto the MIL support was achieved. The enhanced stability of the DTO within the MIL solvent permitted successive wash steps without the loss of the DNA target compared to a monosubstituted ITO with a single C8 group that was susceptible to increased loss of analyte. Furthermore, the successful capture of a 120 bp KRAS fragment from human plasma samples followed by real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) amplification is demonstrated.